Residential or Commercial
We offer cleaning services for your home or office. Because there are no two houses or offices
the same, there are many factors that determine your personalized price. We will pass and
make an evaluation before giving you a quote. The price depends on the level of cleaning
required and the frequency with which you subscribe to our services.
We have several packages that fit your needs.
1-Basic Cleaning:
A Basic Cleaning is a cleaning that usually works very well for busy people who need a couple
of extra hands at home or for an emergency cleanup: before the company arrives in the city, a
family or friends visit. .. The Basic Clean package is popular with our customers who need help at
home, this can be done on a recurring schedule or not, as the client wishes.
This includes:
-Shake, sweep or vacuum and map the entire house
-Kitchen: plateau cleaning, shaking and cleaning only outside of cabinets and electrical
appliances.
-Bathroom: shake cabinets on the outside, cleaning cup, sinks and showers.
2-Deep cleaning:
Deep Cleaning is more than a Basic Cleansing and goes a little beyond the surface. The Deep
Clean package is popular with our customers who have small children at home or after a
customer has had company. Deep cleaning can be carried out once a month, according to the
client's preferences.
This includes:
-Dry the roofs, shake fans and ceiling lamps.
-Windows and Blinds.

-Shake furniture, tables, chairs and ornaments.
-Kitchen: cabinets and equipment inside and out.
-Bathroom: Cabinets inside, cup, sink and shower.
3-Spring cleaning:
The Spring Clean package goes beyond deep cleaning, it is popular among our customers who
really want the most complete cleaning possible especially those customers who only clean once
or twice a year to remove cobwebs and dirt. less visible places, such as behind or under the sofa,
the commodes, gabbets and furniture that you normally do not reuse in the basic or deep
cleanings.
4-Cleanliness of disorder:
Clutter Clean-Ups is when your house is so overwhelmed by things and desperately needs to
organize and make a runway. Do not be ashamed, life alone is full, especially when you have
children. During a clean mess, we sort things out. We keep toys, clothes and other things that
we find. We discover where things are going and if you do not have a place, we make a place.
We throw the garbage and straighten everything. Let's vacuum or sweep and mop.
This type of cleaning organization Clutter Clean-Ups can be combined with our Basic Clean or
Deep Clean services. After organizing, we can come regularly to keep your home organized and
clean
5-Cleaning before or after family events or parties:
We clean and leave your favorite place ready to receive your friends ... or after finishing an
event or family party.
Have the maid make the dishes!
We also make dishes! We are cleaning professionals who are not afraid of getting our hands
dirty during cleaning. If you have a great family or party event, we can do the cleaning for you.
When obtaining a quote, be sure to inform us that you need a plate service; This consists of
being during the event to maintain order and waste in its place. This is not included in a general
cleaning.
6- Organization services:
We can do anything from organizing cabinets to organizing pantries kitchen cabinets, hoarding
houses and garage. We like to make sure everything has a place during cleaning. If you are tired
and overwhelmed to look for something and not find it, let us help you, we are pleased to give
you immediate solutions to your hectic and busy life.

